
BLOODMOBILE SCHEDULED NOV. 5

Mrs* Ta.T'.r.'j nurse at the Highacres
Campus, has announced that the quota of
blood needed to cover students and their
families until the spring of 1966 is 45
pints* Since we did not neet our quota sb
the Bloodmobile on November 5, December 7
has been given as an alternate date*

Anyone in good health,weighing 1103bs.
and over: may give blood, must b@
between the ages of 18 and 59, and those
between 18 and 21 must have parental con-
sent*

Donations of blood me" be given once
every eight weeks, but not more than five
times a year*

Before a donation is accepted, the
donor’s medical history is taken. His
blood pressure, pulse,, temperature,weight,
and hemoglobin level are determined.

Some of the medical uses of blood
are these 5

1. National emergencies.
2, Accident vicitms (burns, shock, .

hemorrhage, etc.).
3* Disease and Shock (to replace

deficiencies in the blood).
4. Childbirth (to replace any loss* -

in the mother and to replace
damaged blood in the baby).

5= Surgery (before, during, and af-: -
ter operations)»

6. Medical Research.
7. Blond, derivatives'

Gamma globulin (to prevent measles,)
Serum, albumin (to combat shock).
Fibmnogen (to stop hemorrhage).
Red cells (to treat anemia).
Frozen plasma (to treat hemophil- .

iaes)»
Vaccine immune globulin (to treat
vaccine complications).

The Highacres blood program has been
provided for the benefit of its students*
The Collegian urges Highacres students
to donate blood so that student coverage
under the program can be maintained.

HIGHACRES ACQUIRES BELL

This year, the Highacres Campus
acquired a large golden bell which stands
in the garden between the SUB and the Main
Building. Mr. Frank Kostos, administrative
head of the Hazleton Campus, obtained the
bell from an old school building. Mr.
Kostos wanted the bell as a symbol of free

"fhy oren ! t people clearing their tables
yet? A few days ago a group of professors
came into tho Sub at lunch time to eat.
Before they could sit down they had to clear
off the table of garbage and trash left there
by students. This is only one case, but
there are many more.

The SUB is your building, built.for
your convenience because people in college
are supposed’ to be mature enough to accept the
responsibility of keeping it clean and neat.

Apparently the shudent body is not cap-
able or lacks the interest to accept such a
responsibility. If this is the case, I- am
sure that The House Rules Committee will
find some methods of jpaiiaJvaent to., curb the
infantile behavior ofCatering. lam sure
that no one wants this Hi

Why don’t the people- responsible for
the several accidents of the past few weeks
contact Mr. Ciraino. If this is-done quickly
and .quitely it would be handled in the same ,
manner. No one would have to know, except *.

.the parties involved.
By running you have gotten yourselves

into more trouble than you possibly could
get into by reporting it. However, you can
avoid any more trouble by following this
suggestion.

LIBRARY ACQUIRES -NEW BOOKS

Mrs. Gerry has announced that during
the summer vacation the Highacres library
acquired over one hundred new books. A
list of the new books, covering a wide
range of subjects, may be obtained in the
library.

In addition to the new books, the
library bar. -roccivod - oovci-nl filing cabinets
and a new electric typewriter. 0


